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How to have your say 
Submissions process 
The Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment (MBIE) seeks written submissions on the issues raised in this 
document by 5pm on 22 July 2015. 

Your submission may respond to any or all of these issues.  We also encourage your input on any other relevant 
issues. Where possible, please include evidence to support your views, for example references to independent 
research, facts and figures, or relevant examples.  

Please also include your name, or the name of your organisation, and contact details.  
Use of information 

The information provided in submissions will be used to inform MBIE’s policy development process, and will inform 
advice to Ministers on the operation of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 and the Financial Service Providers 
(Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008.   

We may contact submitters directly if we require clarification of any matters in submissions.  

Except for material that may be defamatory, MBIE intends to upload PDF copies of submissions received to the FAA 
page on MBIE’s website. MBIE will consider you to have consented to uploading by making a submission, unless 
you clearly specify otherwise in your submission.  

Release of information  

Submissions are also subject to the Official Information Act 1982. Please set out clearly with your submission if you 
have any objection to the release of any information in the submission, and in particular, which part(s) you consider 
should be withheld, together with the reason(s) for withholding the information. MBIE will take such objections into 
account and will consult with submitters when responding to requests under the Official Information Act 1982. 

If your submission contains any confidential information, please indicate this on the front of the submission. Any 
confidential information should be clearly marked within the text. If you wish to provide a submission containing 
confidential information, please provide a separate version excluding the relevant information for publication on our 
website.  

Private information  

The Privacy Act 1993 establishes certain principles with respect to the collection, use and disclosure of information 
about individuals by various agencies, including MBIE. Any personal information you supply to MBIE in the course of 
making a submission will only be used for the purpose of assisting in the development of policy advice in relation to 
this review. Please clearly indicate in your submission if you do not wish your name to be included in any summary 
of submissions that MBIE may publish. 

Permission to reproduce  

The copyright owner authorises reproduction of this work, in whole or in part, as long as no charge is being made for 
the supply of copies, and the integrity and attribution of the work as a publication of MBIE is not interfered with in any 
way. 
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When providing your comments, we would particularly appreciate information about the relative benefits, costs 
(financial or otherwise) and any other impacts of these proposals on businesses, consumers or other stakeholders. 
This information will help us more fully understand the effects of the current regulation. 

1. Do you agree that financial adviser regulation should seek to achieve the identified 
goals? If not, why not?

 

2. What goals do you consider should be more or less important in deciding how to 
regulate financial advisers?

 

3. Does this definition adequately capture what financial advice is? If not, what changes 
should be considered? 

 

4. Is the distinction in the Financial Advisers Act (FA Act) between wholesale and retail 
clients appropriate and effective? If not, what changes should be considered? 

 

 
Role and regulation of financial advice
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5. Is the distinction in the Act between a personalised financial service and a class 
service appropriate and effective? If not, what changes should be considered?

 

6. Is it appropriate to have different requirements on advisers depending on the risk and 
complexity of the products they advise upon?

 

7. Does the current categorisation system accurately reflect the level of complexity and 
risk associated with financial products? If not, how could it be improved?

 

8. Do you think that the term Registered Financial Adviser (RFA) gives consumers an 
accurate understanding of what these advisers are permitted to provide advice on and 
the requirements that apply to them? If not, should an alternative term be considered?
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9. Are the general conduct requirements applying to all financial advisers, including 
RFAs, appropriate and adequate? If not, what changes should be considered?

 

10. Do you think that disclosing this information is adequate for consumers? Should 
RFAs be required to disclose any additional information?

 

11. Are there any particular issues with the regulation of RFA entities that we should 
consider?

 

12. Are the costs of maintaining an adviser business statement justified by its benefits? 
If not, what changes should be considered?
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13. Is the distinction between an investment planning service and financial advice well 
understood by advisers and their clients? Are any changes needed to the way that an 
investment planning service is regulated?

 

14. To what extent do advisers need to exercise some degree of discretion in relation to 
their clients’ investments as part of their normal role?

 

15. Should any changes be considered to reduce the costs on advisers who exercise 
some discretion, but are not offering a funds managementtype service?

 

16. Are the current disclosure requirements for Authorised Financial Advisers (AFAs) 
adequate and useful for consumers?
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17. Should any changes be considered to improve the relevance of these documents to 
consumers and to reduce the costs of producing them?

 

18. Do you think that the process for the development and approval of the Code of 
Professional Conduct works well?

 

19. Should any changes to the role or composition of the Code Committee be 
considered?

 

20. Is the Financial Advisers Disciplinary Committee an effective mechanism to 
discipline misconduct against AFAs?

 

21. Should the jurisdiction of this Committee be expanded?
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22. Does the limited public transparency around the obligations of Qualifying Financial 
Entities (QFEs) undermine public confidence and understanding of this part of the 
regulatory regime? 

 

23. Should any changes be considered to promote transparency of QFE obligations?

 

24. Are the current disclosure requirements for QFE advisers adequate and useful for 
consumers?

 

25. Should any changes be considered to improve the relevance of these documents to 
consumers or to reduce the costs of producing them?

 

26. How well understood are the broker requirements in the FA Act? How could 
understanding be improved?
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27. Are these requirements necessary and/or adequate to protect client assets? If not, 
why not?

 

28. Should consideration be given to introducing disclosure requirements for brokers? 
If so, what would need to be disclosed and why?

 

29. What would be the costs and benefits of applying the broker requirements in the FA 
Act to insurance intermediaries?

 

30. Are the requirements on custodians effective in reducing the risk of client losses 
due to misappropriation or mismanagement? 

 

31. Should any changes to these requirements be considered?
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32. Is the scope of the FA Act exemptions appropriate? What changes should be 
considered and why?

 

33. Does the FA Act provide the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) with appropriate 
enforcement powers? If not, what changes should be considered? 

 

34. How accessible and useful is the guidance issued by the FMA? Are there any 
improvements you would like to see?

 

35. What changes should be considered to make the current regulatory regime simpler 
and easier for consumers to understand? For example, removing or clarifying the 
distinction between AFAs and RFAs. 
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Key FA Act questions for the review
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36. To what extent do consumers understand that some financial advisers’ primary 
roles may be selling financial products, rather than solely acting as an unbiased adviser 
to their clients?

 

37. Should there be a clearer distinction between sales, information provision, and 
advice? How should such a distinction be drawn? What should or should not be 
included in the definition of financial advice?

 

38. Do you think that current AFA disclosure requirements are effective in overcoming 
problems associated with commissions and other conflicts of interest? 

 

39. How do you think that AFA information disclosure requirements could be improved 
to better assist consumer decision making?
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40. Do you support commission and conflict of interest disclosure requirements being 
applied to all financial advisers? If so, what requirements are appropriate for different 
adviser types?

 

41. Do you think that commissions should be restricted or banned in relation to 
financial advice, and if so, in what way? What would be the costs and benefits of such 
an approach?

 

42. Has the right balance been struck between ensuring advisers meet minimum quality 
standards and ensuring there is competition from a wide range of providers (and 
potential providers)?

 

43. What changes could be made to increase the levels of competition between 
advisers?
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44. Do you think that the Code of Professional Conduct for AFAs strikes the right 
balance between requiring them to understand their clients and ensuring that 
consumers can get advice on discrete issues?

 

45. To what extent do you think that the categorisation of types of advice and advisers 
is distorting the types of advice and information that is provided?

 

46. Are there specific compliance requirements from the FA Act regulation that have 
affected the cost and availability of independent financial advice? 

 

47. How can regulatory requirements be made less onerous without reducing the 
quality and availability of financial advice?
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48. What impact has the AntiMoney Laundering and Countering Finance of Terrorism 
Act had on compliance costs for advisers? How could these costs be minimised?

 

49. What impact do you expect that KiwiSaver decumulation will have on the market for 
financial advice in New Zealand? Are any specific changes to regulation needed to 
specifically promote the availability of KiwiSaver advice?

 

50. What impact do you expect that the introduction of the Financial Markets Conduct 
Act (FMC Act) will have on the market for financial advice in New Zealand? Should any 
changes to the regulation of advice be considered in response to these changes?

 

51. Do you think that international financial advice is likely to increase? Is the FA Act set 
up appropriately to facilitate and regulate this?
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52. How beneficial are the current arrangements for transTasman mutual recognition of 
qualifications? Should further arrangements be considered? 

 

53. In what ways do you expect new technologies will change the market for financial 
advice?

 

54. How can government keep pace with technological developments to ensure that 
quality standards for advice are maintained, without inhibiting innovation?

 

55. Are the minimum ethical standards for AFAs appropriate and have they succeeded 
in fostering the ethical behaviour of AFAs? 

 

56. Should the same or similar ethical standards apply to all types of financial advisers?
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57. What is an appropriate minimum qualification level for AFAs? 

 

58. Do you think that RFAs (for example insurance or mortgage brokers) should be 
required to meet a minimum qualification relevant to the area of advice they specialise 
in? If so, what would be an appropriate minimum qualification?

 

59. How much consideration should be given to aligning adviser qualifications with 
those applying in other countries, particularly Australia?

 

60. How effective have professional bodies been at fostering professionalism among 
advisers?

 

61. Do you think that professional bodies should play a formal role in the regulation of 
financial advisers and if so, how? 
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62. Should any changes be considered to the relative obligations of individual advisers 
and the businesses they represent? If so, what changes should be considered? 

 

63. Is the QFE system achieving its goals in terms of consumer protection and reducing 
compliance costs for large entities? If not, what changes should be considered?

 

64. Do you agree that the Register should seek to achieve the identified goals? If not, 
why not?

 

65. What goals do you consider should be more or less important in reviewing the 
operation of the Register? 
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Role of financial service provider registration and dispute resolution
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66. Do you agree that the dispute resolution regime should seek to achieve the 
identified goals? If not, why not?

 

67. What goals do you consider should be more or less important in reviewing the 
dispute resolution regime?

 

68. Does the FMA need any other tools to encourage compliance with financial service 
provider (FSP) registration? If so, what tools would be appropriate?

 

69. What changes, if any, to the minimum registration requirements should be 
considered?
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How the FSP Act works
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70. Does the requirement to belong to a dispute resolution scheme apply to the right 
types of financial service providers?

 

71. Is the current framework for the approval of dispute resolution schemes 
appropriate? What changes, if any, should be considered?

 

72. Is the current framework for monitoring dispute resolution schemes adequate? 
What changes, if any, should be considered?

 

73. Is the existence of multiple schemes and the incentive to retain and attract members 
sufficient to ensure that the schemes remain efficient and membership fees are 
controlled?
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74. Should the $200,000 jurisdictional limit on the size of claims that dispute resolution 
schemes can hear be raised in respect of other types of financial services, and if so, 
what would be an appropriate limit?

 

75. Should additional requirements to ensure that financial service providers are able to 
pay compensation to consumers be considered in New Zealand?

 

76. What features or information would make the Register more useful for consumers?

 

77. Would it be appropriate for the Register to include information on a financial 
adviser’s qualifications or their disciplinary record?
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Key FSP Act questions for the review
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78. Do you consider misuse of the Register by offshore financial service providers is a 
significant risk to New Zealand’s reputation as a wellregulated jurisdiction and/or to 
New Zealand businesses?

 

79. Are there any changes to the scope of the registration requirements or the powers 
of regulators that should be considered in response to this issue?

 

80. What are the effects of (positive and negative) competition between dispute 
resolution schemes on effective dispute resolution?

 

81. Are there ways to mitigate the issues identified without losing the benefits of a 
multiple scheme structure?
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82. Are the current regulatory settings adequate in raising awareness of available 
dispute resolution options? How could awareness be improved?

 

83. Please provide your name and/or the name of the group of people, business, or 
organisation you are providing this submission on behalf of:

 

84. Please provide your contact details:

 

85. Are you providing this submission: 

86. If submitting on behalf of an organisation: 
How many people are in the organisation, or work in the organisation, that you are 
providing this submission on behalf of?
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Demographics

*

*
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As an individual
 

gfedc

On behalf of an organisation
 

gfedc

Please describe the nature and size of the organisation: 
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5099
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100250
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87. I would like my submission (or specified parts of my submission) to be kept 
confidential, and explain my reasons for this, for consideration by MBIE: 

Thank you for your time. Please send your submission. 

 

Yes
 

gfedc No
 

gfedc

Explanation: 
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	text_807358109_0: Westpac considers additional goals should be added.  Goals 1 and 3 map directly to s3 of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (FA Act) and to parts of s3 and s4 of the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA).  However, Goal 2 "Financial advice is accessible for consumers" does not reflect fully the remaining purposes in the FA Act s3(1) ". . .  to promote the sound and efficient delivery of financial adviser and broking services" or the FMCA s3(b) "to promote and facilitate the development of fair, efficient, and transparent financial markets" and s4(c)  "to avoid unnecessary compliance costs" and (d) "to promote innovation and flexibility in the financial markets".  Promoting efficiency and innovation remain important and are more than ensuring that services are accessible to consumers.  Westpac suggests amending Goal 2 to "To promote the accessible, fair and efficient delivery of financial adviser and broking services" and adding a Goal 4 "to promote innovation and flexibility in the financial markets."
	text_807358110_0: The Goals should be equally important.  This reflects the balancing exercise required by the industry's participants, regulators and consumers.  
	text_807358107_0: The definition of financial advice in the FA Act is complex and  creates legal uncertainty over what duties apply in particular circumstances.  Section 10 is not a stand-alone definition as it has to be read in conjunction with s11 and s15.  In relation to the latter, further complexity arises through "financial adviser "class service" not being defined. The definition of financial advice is more complex than the comparable definitions in other jurisdictions.    When the Australian government launched its Future of Financial Advice initiative in 2009 one of the objectives was to see more Australians receive advice, for the price of advice to reduce over time and to expand the availability of limited or "scaled" advice as well as full service advice.The resulting amendments mean that all personal advice can be "scaled" or "limited in scope" to some extent:  advice is either less or more comprehensive in scope along a continuous spectrum.  As noted in Licensing: Financial product advice and dealing  "RG 36.19 A recommendation or a statement of opinion, or a report of either of those things, constitutes financial product advice under s766B if:(a) it is intended to influence a person or persons in making a decision about a particular financial product or class of financial products, or an interest in a particular financial product or class of financial products, or could reasonably be regarded as being intended to have such an influence; and(b) it is not exempted from the definition of financial product advice.""RG 36.20 Financial product advice will generally involve a qualitative judgement about, or an evaluation, assessment or comparison of, some or all of the features of one or more financial product(s).Note: For example, a service that involves rating some or all of the features of one or more superannuation products will generally constitute financial product advice. Such a service involves making an evaluation, assessment or comparison of some or all of the features of one or more financial products."The United Kingdom's Standard for Independent Advice only applies to investment advice which can either be independent or restricted.   The rules contained in the Standard allow firms flexibility in how they describe their restricted advice services, so long as they are being fair, clear and not misleading in their communications.  A firm can, for example, explain that it reviews the whole market for the particular products on which it gives advice, if this is an accurate description of its service.  A firm should not, however, give the impression that it has restricted its product range to those products that are most suitable for a particular client."2.1 ‘Independent advice’ is defined in the [Financial Conduct Authority ] Handbook as ‘a personal recommendation to a retail client in relation to a retail investment product where the personal recommendation provided meets the requirements of the rule on independent advice  (COBS 6.2A.3R)’.2.2 The requirements of the rule on independent advice (‘the standard for independent advice’) are that the personal recommendation 2 is:(a) based on a comprehensive and fair analysis of the relevant market; and(b) unbiased and unrestricted.3.1 ‘Restricted advice’ is defined in the Handbook glossary as:(a) a personal recommendation to a retail client in relation to a retail investment product which is not independent advice; or (b) basic advice.3.2 In other words, if a personal recommendation on a retail investment product does not meet the standard for independent advice, then it is restricted advice.  The FA Act provides that if a financial adviser service is provided by a person (A) “on behalf of” the business of another person (B), B is treated as having the financial adviser obligation (with some exceptions – including where personalised advice is being provided) (s 5I).  The wide nature of Section 5I creates uncertainty for financial product providers and those who market the financial services of others on a white-labelled basis because it deems them directly responsible for financial advice given by others in relation to the products."
	text_807360007_0: It is appropriate to have a distinction between wholesale and retail clients because the obligations in the FA Act should only apply to retail clients.    To the extent possible and relevant, the FA Act wholesale client categorisations should be aligned with those in the FMCA. This would mean one level of compliance and avoid confusion.  Westpac does not support any approach that would result in amendments to the FMCA  wholesale regime as these will already be in place and use before any FA Act amendment is likely to be passed.The FA Act provides limited protection to wholesale clients, even exempt providers can advise them.  The legislation would be simplified if the regulated definition of financial advice was only applicable to retail clients, as it is in other jurisdictions c.f. Australian Corporations Act Corporations Act 2001 s 761G.  Similarly in the United Kingdom (UK), the Financial Conduct Authority’s rules on financial advice only apply to investment advice: "CORPORATIONS ACT 2001 - SECT 761G Meaning of retail client and wholesale client Providing a financial product or financial service to a person as a retail client (1) For the purposes of this Chapter [relating to financial advice], a financial product or a financial service is provided to a person as a retail client unless subsection (5), (6), (6A) or (7), or section 761GA, provides otherwise. "
	text_807360032_0:  It is appropriate that there should be a distinction but it currently creates uncertainty because the boundaries of “personalised service” are unclear because s15(b)(ii) is subjective: “a client would, in the circumstances in which the service is provided, reasonably expect the financial adviser to take into account the client's particular financial situation or goals (or any 1 or more of them).”   In practice, this test is more subjective than that in Australia where  s766B(3)b) provides  “ a reasonable person might expect the provider to have considered one or more of those matters.”“Class service” is not defined, s15(3). The interpretation of s15(3) has been narrowed by the operation of  s15(2) “A service is not personalised merely because the client comes within a class of persons having predefined characteristics and the financial adviser takes the fact that the client comes within that class into account.”   The combined effect is for class advice to be interpreted as restricted to circumstances where the general recommendation is based on information about a class of customers.   The practical effect of these definitions is  not the same distinction as created by the definitions of  “personalised service” and “general advice”  in the Australian Corporations Act, s766B(3) and (4)   "You can provide general advice to a client even if you have personal information about the client.We will not consider general advice to be personal advice if you clarify with the client when you give the advice that you are not giving personal advice, and you do not in fact consider the client’s relevant circumstances (i.e. their objectives, financial situation or needs).We will not take action where you give personal advice merely because you give general advice using personal information about a client’s relevant circumstances to choose general advice that is relevant and useful to them (in certain circumstances, as discussed in Section C)., Giving information, general advice and scaled advice  , RG 244."
	text_807360108_0: Yes, in principle.  This does not, however, have to be done by establishing specific statutory categories of product. 
	text_807360143_0: The current categorisation system is appropriate as a method to distinguish between higher and lower risk products but the list of category 2 products should be expanded to include “vanilla” debt securities (including Medium Term Notes (MTNs) and Registered Certificates of Deposit (RCDs)) issued by registered banks.Under this proposal “vanilla” debt securities would be debt securities (other than deposits) issued by registered banks which meet the following criteria:  - Not subordinated;  - Not convertible;  - Fixed maturity date of no more than 7 years after issue;  - Fixed repayment amount;   - No ability for the way in which interest is calculated to be changed;  - No ability to defer interest payments; and   - Denominated in NZ dollars.In economic substance MTNs and RCDs issued by registered banks are very similar to bank deposits and do not include complex or unusual terms.  From a substance test the only real difference between MTNs/RCDs and bank term deposits is that MTNs/RCDs are transferrable whereas a bank deposit is not.  However, it is not clear, from a legal perspective, that MTNs and RCDs are a “bank term deposit” for the purposes of the FAA.  The FAA defines a category 2 product as amongst other things “a bank term deposit”.  A “bank term deposit” is, in turn, defined in the FAA as a “fixed term deposit product offered by a registered bank in New Zealand”.  This term is not further defined.  In applying a plain dictionary meaning, MTNs/RCDs would, in a strict legal sense, appear to be distinct from “deposits” on the basis that as a matter of law they are not a sum of money placed with the bank but rather a contractual right (created under the terms of a deed poll) to be paid funds at a future date.  However, the intention behind the creation of category 1 and category 2 products was to delineate between complex products, which expose consumers to greater risk, and simple products.  It is noted that at the time that the definition of fixed term deposit was created consideration was not given to the application of that definition to a wider range of products.  Cabinet papers from the Financial Advisers (Re – Categorisation) Regulations 2011 express the view that the FAA should place emphasis on the underlying economic substance of a financial product, not its legal form.  This suggests that, had Cabinet given thought to the inclusion of products equivalent to MTNs and RCDs as category 2 products, it may have done so in respect of vanilla MTNs and RCDs.  This review is an apt time to remedy this.The characteristics of vanilla RCDs and the MTNs make them standard investment products.  Also, the number (and the size) of issues of RCDs and the MTNs by New Zealand banks when combined with the range of investors holding such securities clearly indicates that vanilla RCDs and MTNs are “standard investment products”.The rationale for the inclusion of lending products in category 2 needs to be reassessed in light of the new lender responsibility principles in the 2014 amendments to the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Act (CCCFA).   The amended CCCFA overlaps with the FA Act.  For example, the s33 FA Act “care, diligence and skill” obligation is mirrored in the lender responsibility principles:• “Care, diligence and skill” s9C(2)(a); and• “Reasonable inquiries” into borrower’s “requirements and objectives” and whether the borrower can make repayments without “suffering substantial hardship”, s9C(3)(a).The overlap was so great that the Responsible Lending Code contains specific commentary that it should not be read as requiring personalised financial advice under the FA Act "The guidance in this Code is not intended to require lenders to provide personalised financial advice under the Financial Advisers Act 2008 in order to comply with that guidance." The FA Act should no longer apply to lenders in relation to these products.  The FA Act obligations should continue to apply to mortgage advisers (currently RFAs) as they are not subject to the CCCFA lender responsibilities which only apply to lenders or assignees of lenders .     Financial advice regimes in comparable jurisdictions do not cover the full list of category 2 products.   For example,  in Australia consumer credit contracts are not financial products or services under the Corporations Act 2001 but are regulated under the National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 which contains provisions that are consistent with the CCCFA.  The Corporations Act 2001 also contains a number of exceptions for basic banking products from rules relating to advice and commissions.  In the UK, there is no equivalent to the FA Act.  Advice is regulated through product specific licensing regimes under the Financial Conduct Authority, Conduct of Business Sourcebook.   Specific licensing of financial advice and the obligation to provide financial advice relates primarily to investment products.  Firms are able to provide basic advice on their own “Stakeholder products” .  Firms are required to provide advice on mortgages they sell  subject to responsible lending provisions in the Consumer Credit Sourcebook  and there is a different set of rules for how banks communicate with customers in relation to banking products .  
	text_807360847_0: No, the term registered financial adviser does not convey what these advisers do.  The general public believes that the term RFA means that the holder has completed education or gained experience in order to hold the title. However, this term simply means that the holder has passed a credit check, is a member of an approved Disputes Resolution Scheme and is registered on the Financial Service Providers Register.  Westpac does not have a final view on alternative terms but some possibilities are Mortgage Adviser and Insurance Adviser.
	text_807360867_0: 9(2)(ba)(i)
	text_807360899_0: The information disclosed by RFAs should be the same as for AFAs.   This would mean the addition of information on remuneration, qualifications and areas of expertise. RFAs should be required to provide their customer with a written recommendation when providing personalised advice, consistent with that provided by  AFAs.
	text_807360936_0: N/A
	text_807360984_0: The costs of maintaining an ABS for AFAs are not justified by its benefits, particularly for AFAs working in QFEs.  The purpose of the AFA ABS is unclear now that there an Annual  AFA information return.  The content prescribed for AFA ABSs by Part 1 (Adviser Business) largely repeats information contained in disclosure statements, see attachment.  For AFAs working in QFEs Part 2 of the ABS (Compliance Arrangements) largely repeats or is based on their employing QFE’s ABS as the QFE is permitted to take responsibility .  
	text_807361015_0: The definition of “investment planning service” in the FA Act gives rise to a range of boundary issues.  These issues impact on the availability of face to face and online advice to consumers from RFAs and QFE Advisers .  The impact on face to face advice arises because the definition partially overlaps with AFA Code Standard 8 (which requires an up-to-date understanding of the client’s “financial situation, financial needs, financial goals and risk profile”).  RFAs and QFE advisers legitimately providing personalised advice on category two products in this way could be caught by the planning service rule.  Chapman Tripp   summarised the problems arising from this as:  - non-AFAs being effectively debarred from recommending plans involving solely category 2 products (e.g. layered bank term deposits) should they voluntarily consider the Code Standard 8 matters when tailoring their advice; - non-AFAs being unable to recommend a plan to a client based on class goals and financial circumstances and on that client’s needs and risk profile, but being able to give other class advice to that client; - QFE advisers who are not also AFAs being prohibited from providing any advice which may constitute a plan, after considering the Code Standard 8 matters (which may be required or contemplated by the adviser’s QFE Adviser Business Statements); and   - AFAs finding that any financial advice or discretionary investment management service tendered in compliance with Code Standard 8 is automatically deemed to be an investment planning service within the terms of the FA Act, and therefore beyond the categories in their authorisation.The definition potentially impacts on online services because s11(2) captures advice derived for a class of customers "A service may be an investment planning service regardless of whether the analysis and identification is of the individual's particular financial situation and goals or of the financial situations and goals attributable to the class of persons that the individual is identified as coming within."
	text_807361052_0: N/A
	text_807361124_0: N/A
	text_807361172_0: AFA disclosure is too long and complex for consumers to readily understand.  Taken together, Westpac's AFA Primary and Secondary  Disclosures are 15 pages long.  That length is required to cover all the elements in the Financial Advisers (Disclosure) Regulations 2010 (Disclosure Regulations).  The provision of two AFA disclosure documents at different times is confusing to consumers.  
	text_807361215_0: The relevance of these documents and the costs of producing them would be improved if:-The requirement for primary and secondary disclosure was removed; and-Disclosure focused on key elements such as adviser qualifications, conflicts of interest and remuneration. 
	text_807361235_0: Yes, the process for development of the Code of Professional Conduct (Code) was transparent and enabled stakeholders to make submissions.   
	text_807361295_0: The Code Committee composition and role are entirely appropriate for the development of a Code that applies solely to AFAs.  There is a question as to whether the Code Committee is qualified and empowered to consider the full impacts of the Code on QFEs through the action of s66 and associated standard conditions applicable to QFEs such as the “If not why not” requirements in the QFE ABS Guide.  The statutory provisions relating to the Code Committee and the content of the Code were not amended to cover the addition of s66.  The Code Committee has to consider the content of the Code purely in terms of s86 which only relates to AFAs. This issue would be best resolved by requiring the FMA to set regulatory standards for QFE’s directly rather than altering the composition of the Code Committee or the content of the Code.    
	text_807361372_0: It is difficult to provide comment on this given the low level of activity to date.
	text_807361391_0: The disciplinary function of this Committee is only appropriate for individual professionals who are personally responsible for their professional activity.  The jurisdiction should not be expanded to include QFE Advisers.  The QFE should be responsible for the advice of its QFE Advisers.  
	text_807361520_0: Westpac does not agree with the assumption in the Issues Paper that there is less transparency about how QFEs meet their obligations than for other types of adviser under the FA Act. QFEs are required to provide disclosure under the Disclosure Regulations.  The prescribed content of the QFE disclosure provides more information than that prescribed for RFAs, see attachment.  QFE disclosure  attracts additional obligations in relation to Category 1 products which are equivalent to those for AFAs.   The other QFE obligations under the FA Act are contained in the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs and the Reporting and Notifications Standard Conditions for QFEs.  These are available on the FMA website in exactly the same manner as the Standard Terms and Conditions for AFAs.   Neither QFEs nor AFAs are required to provide copies of their ABS publicly but there is no equivalent suggestion of a lack of transparency for AFAs in the Issues Paper because of this. The Issues Paper appears to assume that QFE ABSs contain obligations under the FA Act which should be publicly available.  This is not the case.  All the obligations on QFEs are contained in the FA Act, its associated regulations and the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs issued by the FMA .  The Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs do not give the QFE ABS more binding force than an AFA ABS.  The Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs require QFEs to "1.2  . . . at all times maintain procedures to:i) ensure  that retail clients receive adequate consumer protection, including clients of the QFE, any member of the QFE Group and its nominated representativesii) for personalised services provided by QFE advisers to retail clients in relation to category 1 products, ensure that consumer protection is of a similar standard to that provided by advisers who are subject to the Code of Professional Conduct for Authorised Financial Advisers taking into account the scope of category 1 products for which the financial adviser service is providediii) train employees of the QFE and the QFE Group and nominated representativesiv) set standards for employees of the QFE and the QFE Group and nominated representatives."QFEs are required to monitor their compliance with these obligations .  QFEs also have to provide an ABS which provides the FMA with information about how each QFE addresses the obligations in 1.2 and 1.3 of the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs in relation to governance and compliance arrangements. The QFE ABS then acts as a benchmark for the notification of material changes to a QFE’s adviser business or governance arrangements  alongside other direct notification obligations.  The specific content of a QFE’s ABS is not a set of obligations on the QFE.  There is a QFE obligation to comply with the terms and conditions of its grant of QFE status under s46(1) which is enforceable under s129.  The obligation on QFEs in s46(1) is identical to the AFA obligation under s45(1) and its equivalent offence under s126.   There is no offence for a  breach of a QFE or AFA ABS and consequently no requirement in the Reporting and Notifications Standard Conditions for QFEs or AFAs  to report “breaches” of a QFE or AFA ABS.  
	text_807361554_0: As per the response to question 22, there is no less transparency of QFE obligations than for other types of advisers under the FA Act.  The Issues Paper contains no evidence of a particular lack of public confidence in QFEs.  There is no need to provide specific additional obligations on QFEs to disclose their ABSs.   The FA Act review should consider whether the FMA’s requirement for QFEs and AFAs to have ABSs as part of their standard terms and conditions is the most efficient and effective means of ensuring their compliance with the regime given the confusion about the status of the ABS.   
	text_807361629_0: QFE disclosures are complex and not useful to consumers.  QFEs have extensive disclosure obligations many of which have been set by the FMA under the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs (see Appendix Two).  The FMA takes the view that “The Act’s objectives for disclosure are to assist clients in choosing an adviser and in deciding whether to follow any advice provided. Information on the nature of the service, products available and any potential conflicts is therefore important.”   The Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs require a lot of information about the range and types of services because of this underlying assumption that a customer wants to know the range of adviser services available as they are choosing an adviser.   In practice: The intended purpose of QFE disclosure is not necessarily related to the purpose of QFE customers.  In practice, people going to a bank for deposit or lending products do not think that they are choosing an adviser.  People going to a bank for deposit or lending products think they are choosing a bank.  The QFE disclosure statement  lacks relevance for customers in this context; andQFE disclosure statements are complex and often include FA Act jargon.  This is because QFEs must provide different information for different FA Act categories of products and types of services under standard 4 of the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs.  It is very difficult to do this without using the FA Act jargon.  Customers are not ordinarily familiar with the types of financial adviser services under the FA Act and do not find the information helpful.   Banks' QFE disclosures are often quite long as they must provide information about a wide range of products.  Customers are not interested in all these products at the time they receive the QFE disclosure.  These issues were raised with the Securities Commission during consultation on draft Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs.  The Securities Commission response was the suggestion that the complexity and length of QFE disclosures would be reduced if QFEs provided primary and secondary disclosure, with specific disclosures before each provision of personalised advice .  This suggestion is impractical.  A bank would require large numbers of specific tailored disclosures to cover the types of products that customers might select.  It would be difficult for front line staff to decide which disclosure to use in particular circumstances.  
	text_807361646_0: Yes.  QFE disclosure obligations should be simplified.  A return to the basic provisions of the FA Act on disclosure would be a substantial improvement to disclosure under the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs.  
	text_807361689_0: N/A
	text_807361748_0: N/A
	text_807361768_0: N/A
	text_807361803_0: N/A
	text_807361866_0: N/A
	text_807361897_0: N/A
	text_807361957_0: N/A
	text_807362134_0: Yes, the FA Act provides the FMA with appropriate enforcement powers in association with the Financial Markets Authority Act 2011 (FMA Act).  The review should consider the FMA’s  use of the condition making powers  under ss45 and 46 of the FA Act.  The FMA has interpreted this condition making power in a manner which appears to exceed the purpose and context of that power.  In particular, they have used Standard Terms and Conditions for AFAs and QFEs to require them to obtain client consent to provide client specific information.  This is unnecessary as the FMA has a statutory power to obtain information under s25 of the FMA Act.   
	text_807362190_0: The FMA guidance on the FA Act that has been issued is useful.  Unfortunately, the FMA has not provided overall guidance on the interpretation of the FA Act and its boundaries.  Guidance is mostly for types of advisers, e.g. the QFE Standard Conditions: Explanatory Notes, or the Guidance Note: Limited Personalised Advice for AFAs, or related to specific monitoring interests of the FMA, Guidance Note: Sale and Distribution of KiwiSaver .    This contrasts strongly with ASIC and the FCA both of which provide comprehensive guidance.   In the case of ASIC, general guidance is provided on all the core concepts.  In the case of the FCA specific guidance is provided to all product providers and advisers.  By contrast, the FMA is reluctant to set clear minimum standards.  As an example, one of the key concepts in the Standard Terms and Conditions for QFEs is the obligation to provide notifications on “material change”, standard condition 1 or “material matters”, N1.1.  The Explanatory Note on this point provides  limited guidance as to what is material.   It simply states:  “When considering whether a matter is material, a QFE is expected to consider the objectives of the Act and the implications for its clients, rather than materiality to the QFE or QFE Group, such as the financial impact on its business.” and that “FMA may, in future, issue requirements relating to the form of notifications. FMA may issue further guidance on matters that are expected to be notified and reported.”   The FMA has not produced any further guidance or a form for notifying changes.  In practice, the lack of a form can lengthen the process of notifying the FMA as QFEs try to establish what information the FMA needs.  In addition, the FMA guidance is not easy to locate on its website unless you search specific document titles.   
	text_807358112_0: The regulatory regime could be simplified by: - Using plain English terms such as investment advisers, mortgage advisers and insurance advisers to refer to types of advisers; - Applying the same core professional obligations to all individuals providing a professional service in a specific area of product expertise i.e. investment advisers, mortgage advisers and insurance advisers.  The basic professional obligations are disclosure, appropriate qualifications, compliance with an ethical Code of Conduct and individual accountability to a professional body for professional misconduct.    This does not mean that RFAs should have the same qualification as AFAs.  Mortgage and insurance advisers have different areas of expertise and any qualification requirement should reflect this.  Any transition for RFAs should recognise prior learning and experience.   - Simplifying the definitions of advice to remove complex boundary cases and regulatory uncertainty.  In Australia there are only two categories, personalised advice and general advice and scaling is permitted;- Removing the definition of “investment planning service”; - Recognising that QFEs can provide advice; and - Focusing the disclosure regime on the core interests of consumers such as conflicts of interest, fees and remuneration for advice and availability of dispute resolution services. It is vital that any changes are carefully discussed with all parts of the industry to ensure that they meet the purposes.  A useful question for MBIE to ask during this process is what would the effect of this be on the availability of advice to KiwiSavers.   Proposals that limit the ability of ordinary New Zealanders to receive advice about KiwiSaver will not be sustainable, see response to question 49 below.The transparency of the regime would be improved if the FMA:Reconsiders the role of ABSs as the key regulatory tool; andProvides clear and transparent guidance on the core provisions of the legislation.  
	text_807362582_0: Customers understand that the branch staff in banks are employees of a bank.  
	text_807362757_0: Yes.  This could be achieved by simplifying the definitions of advice, see response to question35 above.    The provision of information should not be captured by a financial advice regime.  
	text_807362795_0: Current AFA disclosure statements contain sufficient information to enable a consumer to make an informed decision on commissions and other conflicts of interest.  This information is not necessarily easy for consumers to find in its current form because AFA disclosure statements contain a lot of information spread across primary and secondary disclosure statements.  The effectiveness of the disclosure may rely on the integrity of the AFA in highlighting these issues to customers.   
	text_807362833_0: See response to question 17.
	text_807362891_0: Yes.  The same requirements should be applied to all financial advisers.  
	text_807362985_0: No.  There is insufficient evidence of commission selling causing actual harm under the FA Act regime.  The FA Act regime contains checks and balances against the potentially harmful incentives particularly for AFAs and QFE advisers who are required to disclose commissions and are subject to ongoing supervision by the FMA.  However, as noted in the response to question 38, the current quantity of information that must be disclosed gives rise to issues regarding the ease of accessing this information.A restriction or ban on commission could make independent financial advice less accessible.  Clients would have to meet the full costs of the adviser services.  This could lead to fewer clients and fewer AFAs.     
	text_807363093_0: The Issues Paper provides evidence that the FA Act has resulted in significantly fewer AFAs than was originally anticipated and that there have been very few new AFAs since the legislation came into force.  This lack of AFAs reduces competition but may not be due to competition.  It cannot simply be assumed that the small number of AFAs is because: - The minimum standards for AFAs are too high; or  - AFAs are being out competed by other types of financial advisers who are subject to lower standards.   There could be other reasons for the low numbers of AFAs.  In particular, it appears that there is relatively low demand for the full personalised advice service set out in the Code of Professional Conduct for AFAs.  Consumers appear to only use the full AFA personalised service envisaged in the Code of Professional Conduct for AFAs when they have reached a certain age or accumulated a minimum asset level.  These low levels of demand could be due to other factors identified in the Issues Paper such as lack of understanding of the need for financial advice or low levels of trust in financial advisers .   
	text_807363161_0: Simplifying the regulatory regime (see response to question 35) might increase the levels of competition reducing some compliance costs and making it easier for consumers to understand the available types of advice.   Given the short period of time in which this market has been regulated it would be difficult to model the likely impact of such regulatory change on competition.  If price is not the only factor impacting on demand for AFA services removing regulatory barriers and cost may not increase the number of AFAs.   
	text_807363227_0: The Code of Professional Conduct for AFAs has acted as a constraint on the range of advice provided by AFAs.    Whilst the Code Standards express overarching principles which are not prescriptive its “additional provisions”, especially those in the “Minimum Standards of Client Care” section of the Code,  detail steps an AFA must be follow and matters that must be taken into account during the advice process.  The “additional provisions” are not guidance but form a binding part of the Code.   AFAs can be asked to do more than is detailed in the “additional provisions” but they cannot really do less:Each standard in this Code consists of an overarching principle identified as a Code Standard together with additional provisions that contain further detail about the application of the Code Standard. "Unless otherwise stated, the additional provisions do not limit the application of the overarching principle under which they are stated, or the application of any other Code Standard. AFAs must apply the Code Standards in a way that encourages public confidence in the professionalism and integrity of financial advisers."In this respect the Code of Professional Conduct for AFAs differs markedly from Codes of other advisory professions regulated under statute which do not prescribe the form and content of advice e.g. Licensed Immigration Advisers Code of Conduct 2014, Rules of Conduct and Client Care for Lawyers.   The FMA effectively acknowledged that the provisions of Code Standard 8 Suitability of personalised services for retail clients, was acting as a barrier to AFA advice when it issued the Guidance Note: Limited Personalised Advice for AFAs in 2013:  1.In FMA’s 2012 survey of AFAs, advisers expressed genuine concern around access to advice for the small to middle end of the investor market. Feedback indicated that many advisers want to be able to provide a streamlined or ‘simplified’ advice model to lower value clients, or for simpler transactions, without the full compliance burden and fee scale of a full personalised advice or investment planning service.2.FMA’s own monitoring and surveillance activities reinforce the concern around access to advice.
	text_807363283_0: The complexity of the FA Act obligations on types of advice and advisers does create distortions in the types of advice that are permitted.  It is difficult to quantify the extent of these effects.  The commonest example for QFE advisers is of information being provided where class or personalised advice could be given: - QFE advisers wary of providing personalised advice about KiwiSaver may limit themselves to information when they could provide class advice; - QFE lenders may not ask questions about financial goals when providing advice on mortgage lending out of concern they may be providing a financial planning service.  Similarly, AFAs may prefer to always give personalised advice than to navigate the complexities of providing limited advice.  
	text_807363565_0: See response to question 42.
	text_807363653_0: Regulatory requirements can be made less onerous by simplifying the regime, see response to question 35. 
	text_807363683_0: The reporting entities that make up the Westpac NZ QFE Group take responsibility for all the AML/CFT Act compliance obligations of its advisers.   
	text_807363791_0: More than a million New Zealanders will reach the age of 65 over the next twenty years.  The numbers reaching 65 are currently accelerating as the first baby boomers retire but will they will soon reach very high levels and remain there for many years.  All these New Zealanders will need advice.  They will have a large lump sum (perhaps for the first time in their lives) but will have to manage it carefully as they are likely to live much longer than previous generations.   If the trends under the current regime were to continue there would not be enough AFAs to provide advice to this group.  In fact, there could be fewer AFAs than at present as the number of new AFAs is very low and the majority of the current AFAs will also reach 65 during this period.   These KiwiSavers would probably not be able to obtain personalised advice from QFE advisers as most QFEs do not offer this service, even for their own products due to the practical difficulties and uncertainties associated with meeting the Code Standards under the “If not, why not” provision of s66 of the FA Act and the QFE ABS guide.  The response to question 35 contains some suggestions for simplifying the regime which might have an impact on the availability of advice or the number of AFAs.  Given the size of the specific KiwiSaver issue the Government should also develop KiwiSaver specific policies to improve the availability of advice.  MBIE should work proactively with advisers, product providers and consumer representatives to look at a broad range of initiatives.  Some possible examples are:- Providing government incentives for KiwiSavers to obtain advice prior to reaching 65;- The development of a KiwiSaver specific qualification tailored to specific products such as KiwiSaver that could be used by QFE advisers; and - Promoting the AFA profession or incentivising AFA training.
	text_807364007_0: As the FMC Act is still in a transitional phase it is difficult to know the extent to which it will impact on the market for financial advice.  It is already clear that the FMC Act has increased the complexity of regulation surrounding financial advice.  The regulatory position regarding discretionary investment management services (DIMS) is particularly complicated with a regime for AFAs under the FA Act and for entities under the FMCA.  QFEs which plan to be licensed to provide DIMs under the FMC Act have faced duplication of effort as they change their ABSs and make new licence applications.   
	text_807364086_0: Yes, international financial advice is likely to increase. There are a number of online applications and websites operated in other jurisdictions that can be used by New Zealanders.  Fees and costs for this type of service are lower than for face to face financial adviser services as they do not have the costs of a sales force .  New Zealanders can find services by carrying out an Internet search for advice and may use them without any restrictions.  Some, such as LearnVe$t,  provide online tools but also involve access to a financial planner, who may be a Certified Financial Planner, as well as tools to track the plan.  Others such as Wealthfront  and Betterment are robo-advice, albeit with their models backed by investment and fund management professionals .   The online applications and websites listed above charge fees. Some, such as Wisebanyan, offer a level of free service with the possible purchase of add ons.   The FA Act contains sufficient powers , offences  and penalties  to regulate advice given by international advisers in New Zealand.   Advice provided by international services is likely to be caught by the broad territorial scope of the FA Act, s 157(1) This Act applies to a financial adviser service or broking service received by a client in New Zealand, regardless of where the person providing the service is resident, is incorporated, or carries on business.If an international adviser website provided a type of financial advice that required registration under the FA Act  it might be required to register in New Zealand under the of the Financial Service Providers (Registration and Dispute Resolution) Act 2008 and be subject to the relevant penalties if it failed to do so.  The FMA can use its powers under the Financial Markets Authority Act 2011 to share information and investigate with overseas agencies, s9(1)(f).  
	text_807364889_0: The broad nature of the territorial scope of the FAA taken together with the unclear definition of “financial advice” already makes the regime unwieldy.  Section 157 provides that the FAA “applies to a financial adviser service or broking service received by a client in New Zealand, regardless of where the person providing the service is resident, is incorporated, or carries on business”. This means that the FAA currently applies to financial advice given by persons in other jurisdictions regarding products in those jurisdictions to people in New Zealand.  This is not appropriate and an unnecessary burden for entities located in countries where laws have also been passed to govern financial adviser services.  Imposing New Zealand law in these cases could lead to double jeopardy.  The territorial scope of the FAA should therefore be tailored for appropriate jurisdictions
	text_807364970_0: Increasingly, consumers expect financial institutions to provide product information, communications and offers via online channels such as a bank's website and online banking services.  Over 50% of Westpac's active base now use online banking services almost exclusively and on average interact 17 times per month.  Customers who use online services are also likely to research products and services online before purchase.  The Path to Purchase market research published by Millward Brown Digital on consumer savings products found that “During the initial research phase, online resources, such as review websites, have a larger consumer impact compared to traditional media; 48 percent of consumers only use online resources, and 21 percent rely on offline tools.”   Consumer demand for online services will increase as more people have access to smart handheld devices and fast broadband services.   The sophistication of online services will increase as providers use new data tools to better understand customer needs. Consumer expectations about what is possible online will be influenced by overseas services.  If you search “online investment advice” in Google  the New Zealand results are websites with information about products or types of advice offered.  The overseas results are websites that provide financial advice or plans.  
	text_807365001_0: Keeping pace with technological developments will require changes to the FA Act.  The FA Act does not permit financial service provider entities to provide personalised financial advice, s 18. New Zealand registered financial service providers do not provide online services of the types seen overseas, see response to question 53.  The simplest way to enable innovation and ensure quality standards is to let financial service providers take direct responsibility for online advice.   This could be done by changes to the Restrictions on Financial Adviser Services in Part 2 of the FA Act enabling QFEs to provide “personalised financial adviser services”.   The QFE would be accountable and enforcement mechanisms are already in place.  The other simplifications listed in the response to question 35 would also help reduce complexity and uncertainty which can stifle innovation.  
	text_807365906_0: Yes.
	text_807365937_0: Yes, the public expects that all advisers (AFA, RFA & QFE) are held to the same standards of fairness, expertise and trustworthiness.  These standards should be non negotiable. The current qualification is an appropriate minimum.  
	text_807366030_0: The current qualification is an appropriate minimum.  
	text_807366099_0: 9(2)(ba)(i)
	text_807366127_0: New Zealand’s qualifications do not need to be directly aligned to adviser qualifications in other countries.  The Code Committee has the power to recognise overseas qualifications or to set the additional study needed to achieve authorisation.   
	text_807366175_0: N/A
	text_807366225_0: No. There are too many professional bodies for this to be practical.  
	text_807366289_0: QFEs should be able to provide advice, see response to question 54.  AFAs employed by QFEs should not have to provide ABSs, see response to question 12.  
	text_807366386_0: The QFE regime is achieving its goals in terms of consumer protection: QFEs are accountable for their adviser services, see responses to questions 22 and 23;- The FMA has conducted ongoing monitoring of QFEs which has ensured their accountability; and- The existence of QFEs has enabled the FMA to collect broad thematic information across providers.The QFE regime is overcomplicated by layers of compliance obligations in the FA Act, the regulations, standard terms and conditions, the QFE ABS Guide and through the requirement to consider the Code under s66 and the “If not, why not provisions” of the ABS Guide.   QFE disclosure is not focussed on the core issues for consumers.   The simplifications suggested in the response to question 35 would address many of these issues.  
	text_807358113_0: Yes.
	text_807368112_0: N/A
	text_807368167_0: Yes.
	text_807368227_0: N/A
	text_807358114_0: N/A
	text_807369191_0: N/A
	text_807369265_0: There are some issues with entities associated with securitisation which are the beneficial owners of securitised loans serviced by another financial service provider being required to belong to a dispute resolution scheme as lenders under changes to the FSP Act made by the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act 2014.  Clauses 14B and C of the Financial Service Providers (Exemptions) Regulations 2010 do not create a full exemption but continue to require dispute resolution scheme membership in circumstances where the securitisation entity has no actual customer service functions or capacity and customers have access to a dispute resolution scheme.   
	text_807369320_0: Yes.
	text_807369842_0: Yes.
	text_807369902_0: Westpac can only answer as a member of the Banking Ombudsman Scheme.  The existence of multiple schemes has had no impact on the Banking Ombudsman Scheme’s efficiency or membership fees.  
	text_807369942_0: No.  A need to change the current claim limit has not been identified. Any increase needs to be justified by clear evidence that the current level is inadequate.
	text_807369995_0: No.  
	text_807358115_0: N/A
	text_807370316_0: It would be reasonable for the Register to include qualifications.  It might not be particularly useful to consumers, however, as the qualifications currently held were subject to some transitional provisions and may not be easy for consumers to compare.   Including information on a financial adviser’s disciplinary record on a public register would be an additional penalty for that adviser and should only occur as the result of a specific finding by the Disciplinary Committee after an opportunity for the adviser to be heard under s 102.  
	text_807371853_0: It is difficult to assess the scope of the risk.  The public harm appears to be the assumption that registration in New Zealand is equivalent to licensing regimes in other jurisdictions. The reputational damage is greater in relation to types of financial institutions that are not subject to other licensing regimes under the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act 1989, the FA Act and the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2014.   These other licensing regimes involve substantial oversight and have specific powers to prevent use of the titles and terms that are subject to licensing, for example Part 4 of the Reserve Bank of New Zealand Act.      
	text_807371872_0: As discussed in response to question 51, the FA Act and FSP have broad territorial scopes and the FMA has powers under the FA Act, FSP Act and the FMA Act.  
	text_807371954_0: Westpac has no evidence of any effects of competition resulting from multiple dispute resolution schemes.  See response to question 73.  
	text_807371991_0: N/A
	text_807372027_0: Yes.  It should be noted that the Credit Contracts and Consumer Finance Amendment Act 2014, which only came into force on 6 June 2015, contained substantial new obligations on all lenders to make disclosure about their dispute resolution scheme.  The full positive impact of this change on consumer awareness of dispute resolution is still to be observed.  
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